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Department of youth and sports Province Lampung has responsibilities and an important role in development sports. Especially in supervising, facilitating and supporting the enhancement of achievements as an athlete in the province of Lampung. Therefore the Department of youth and sports make development program sports achievement in order bylaw Lampung Province number 16 year 2013 about in sport organizer with based of the law number 3 year 2005 regarding national sport system. There are several problems of management based on sport in lampung province as the limitation capability of local governments and public awareness against funding sports reflected from the construction of sports not yet adequately good in the county and city.

Achievement sports only in domination by branches a particular sport it. Hence, formed sentral sport in lampung provincial through central building and exercise student sports. The aim is to improve and develop sport so people to follow event the national games with get seeds superior. But in fact decline achievement championship on national sports week still decline from the previous years. Researchers aims to describe implementation program the coaching performance in lampung provincial. Theory used in program implementation is using model implementation george edward iii focusing on 4 indicators : communication, resources, the disposition and structure bureaucracy. Methods used in this research was a type descriptive by approach qualitative. Data done with interview deep, study documentation and observation

The results and the discussion on research reviewed with theories george edward iii with an indicator communication, resources, the disposition and structure bureaucracy. Where indicators resources at their facilities not run good looks still
inattention facilities in supporting improve achievement on program the coaching achievement and on indicators other going well. Conclusion of this research is implementation program the coaching performance in lampung provincial reviewed by using theory george edward iii that in practice not fully going well. Seen in the results and discussion on an indicator of resources.
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